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SQL Server Administrator
Certificate

Online, self-paced training that is
focused on giving you the skills needed
to stand out.
Online learning gives you the flexibility to plan study time around the rest of your day. Our programs
combine video, hands-on lab exercises and one-on-one facilitation to enable you to learn as your
schedule allows.
Labs are performed via remote access to a dedicated lab machine (unless a student requests to utilize
their own equipment). Our unique commitment to student success includes a personal instructor
to assure that your courses are completed on time and with full understanding of both the lecture
content and the lab exercises.
Course Advisors are available at 978.256.9077 to answer any questions you may have.
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SQL Server Administrator
Certificate Overview
2-course program: $1,800
The SQL Server Administrator certificate program includes coverage of RDB fundamentals,
SQL programming and administering SQL Server 2017 databases. Students will learn SQL
syntax including complex queries, as well as creating and using stored procedures, functions,
views and triggers. Administration topics include installing and configuring SQL Server 2017,
backing up and restoring databases, configuring security as well as monitoring and optimizing
performance of a SQL Server.

Required Courses:
Course Name

Duration

Microsoft Transact-SQL Programming

35 Hours

Microsoft SQL Server 2017 Administration

35 Hours

Optional Course:
Course Name

Duration

SQL Server 2017 Business Intelligence: Integration Services and Analysis Services

35 Hours
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Required Courses

Microsoft Transact-SQL Programming
Duration: 35 hours
Prerequisites: None.
Course Description: This Transact-SQL programming course teaches students relational database
fundamentals and SQL programming skills in the Microsoft SQL Server environment. Topics covered
include relational database architecture, database design techniques, and simple and complex query
skills. The course also covers Microsoft-specific T-SQL programming constructs, creation and use of
stored procedures and user-defined functions, use of cursors and updateable views.
This class is intended for analysts, developers, designers, administrators, and managers new to the
SQL programming language. Upon completion, participants will understand SQL functions, join
techniques, database objects and constraints, and will be able to write useful stored procedures and
views as well as complex queries and updates. Comprehensive hands on exercises are integrated
throughout to reinforce learning and develop real competency.

Students Will Learn:
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ff Introduction to Relational Databases and SQL

ffDatabase Security and Transactions

ffDesigning Relational Databases

ffIntroduction to Transact-SQL Programming

ff Creating Databases and Tables

ffWorking with Data Types and Functions

ffWorking with Records

ffSQL Server System Settings and Functions

ffJOIN Statements

ffMore with DML Statements

ff Advanced SELECT Statements

ffMore about Stored Procedures and Views

ffUnderstanding Subqueries

ffIntroduction to Cursors

ffSQL Procedural Programming

ffUser-defined Functions

ffViews and Triggers

ffManipulating XML
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Microsoft SQL Server 2017
Administration
Duration: 35 hours
Prerequisites: Familiarity with database concepts.
Course Description: This course provides students who administer and maintain SQL Server 2017
databases with the knowledge and skills to administer a SQL Server database infrastructure.
The primary audience for this course is individuals who administer and maintain SQL Server
databases. These individuals perform database administration and maintenance as their primary
area of responsibility, or work in environments where databases play a key role in their primary job.

Students Will Learn:
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ffInstalling and configuring SQL Server 2017

ffAutomating database management

ffAuthenticating and authorizing users

ffConfiguring security for the SQL Server agent

ffAssigning server and database roles

ffManaging alerts and notifications

ffAuthorizing users to access resources

ffTracing access to SQL Server

ffProtecting data with encryption and auditing

ffMonitoring a SQL Server infrastructure

ffRecovery models and backup strategies

ffTroubleshooting a SQL Server infrastructure

ffBacking up SQL Server databases

ffImporting and exporting data

ffRestoring SQL Server databases

ffCreating a high availability solution
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Optional Course

SQL Server 2017 Business Intelligence:
Integration Services and Analysis Services
Duration: 35 hours
Prerequisites: Familiarity with database concepts.
Course Description: SQL Server 2017 provides a rich environment for business intelligence
development. The focus of this course is to familiarize developers with the use of SQL Server Engine,
SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) and SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS). Students will create
and populate data warehouses through ETL processing, and will build Multidimensional and Tabular
models which will be used as reporting data sources.
Students will learn how to design and build data warehouses and marts using SQL Server Management
Studio. In a series of exercises, students develop SSIS packages designed to maintain a data warehouse
using the Data Flow control flow task. Also demonstrated are other control flow tasks that can interact
with an NTFS file system, FTP server, execute Win32 processes, send emails, and run .NET scripts.
Based on the populated data warehouse they have created, students will then learn how to develop
both Multidimensional and Tabular SSAS models using the languages Multidimensional Expressions
(MDX) and Data Analysis Expressions (DAX). Cubes will be customized to include Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs), Calculated Members, Named Sets, Navigational Hierarchies, and Perspectives.

Students Will Learn:
ffStructure and function of a data warehouse or

ffBI Semantic Model
ffMultidimensional Expressions (MDX) syntax

data mart
ffData warehouse design to support enterprise

ffDeveloping SSAS Multidimensional models
ffData Analysis Expressions (DAX)

reporting

ffDeveloping SSAS Tabular models

ffThe role of SSIS within the business

ffDeploying and securing Multidimensional and

intelligence framework
ffDeveloping SSIS Extract Transform Load (ETL)

Tabular models
ffImplementing SSAS Data Mining models for

processes to populate data warehouses

predictive analysis

ffFunctionality of all SSIS Control Flow tasks

ffConsuming the BI Semantic Model in reports

ffDeploying SSIS projects to SSIS Catalogs

and dashboards

ffConfiguring SSIS environments, runtime
variables and parameters
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